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Abstract - At the present time, with spread of the internet
business, many business systems have become to be built as
distributed systems. Accordingly, the database is also dispersed to plural business systems as the distributed database.
By the way, in the actual business systems, a lump-sum update of a great deal of data has often to be performed concurrently with the online transactions. However, in this case,
there is a problem of efficiency in the conventional update
methods, which update databases by the chain of many divided transactions. For this problem, we have shown the efficient lump-sum update method for centralized business systems, which use the transaction time. However, as shown by
the distributed transactions, some transaction features for the
distributed database are different from the centralized database.
Therefore, in this paper, first we show the problems on applying this method to the distributed databases. Secondly, we
propose their measures. Moreover, through the evaluations
using a prototype, we confirmed that our measures are valid
and this method can be applied to the distributed databases.
Keywords: database, distributed database, distributed transaction, business system, nonstop service.

1 INTRODUCTION
With spread of the internet business and decentralized technology, many business systems have become to be built as
distributed systems at the present time. That is, each system
performs its business by mutual cooperation with other systems [7], [11]. For example, in corporations, business systems
are built at each branch office, and the business of this office is
performed using its system. On the other hand, each business
system is operated as a part of the distributed system, since
each system accesses the data of the other systems when it
is necessary. In this way, the distributed business system as
the whole corporation is composed. And, it is possible to reduce the communication cost and perform the suitable system
operation for the each office. On the one hand, as for the online services on a wide range of Internet such as net shops,
non-stop services have become common because of the convenience of customers, the globalization and so on. So, it is
difficult to stop the online service for the particular business.
However, in such a business system, a great deal of data
often has to be updated in a lump-sum. So, formerly, it was
executed as a night batch to avoid the time zone of the online
service. However, because of the spread of nonstop service,

it has to be executed concurrently with the online service at
present. Therefore, some methods were put to practical use
to execute it concurrently with the user entry of online service (hereinafter “online entry”). Here, these conventional
methods divide the updating of a great deal of data into short
time transactions, and then execute and commit them one after another. Therefore, though its impact on the online entry
is small, there are problems: the intermediate results of the
updating can be queried by the other transactions, that is, the
isolation cannot be maintained; its processing efficiency declines because of the increase of its commit number.
For these problems, we had proposed an updating method
that utilizes the records about the transaction time[2]. Moreover, we had shown the following evaluation result as for the
updating of a great deal of data in the centralized systems:
it executes the update more efficiently than the conventional
method with maintaining the ACID property[3]. Since the
transaction time is a kind of time of the temporal database,
hereinafter we call it “temporal update” method. However, in
order to apply this method to a distributed database, it is necessary to measure against not only the distributed transaction
but also the various problems of the distributed environment.
Here, the temporal update has the characteristic of its process as follows: the completion time of updating is set beforehand; as for the commit of this method, its execution control
has to be performed for the serialization between the online
entries. However, there are problems: the dispersion in the
update time is often increased by the efficiency of the network and cooperative business system environments; the synchronization between plural servers often causes the decline
of efficiency. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method
for applying the temporal update method to the distributed
databases. Moreover, we show the following experimental
results of the prototype: the problems can be solved by the
proposal method; since the implementation of the destination
server of data transfer is easy, this method is valid for a data
distribution system having many destination servers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the related works about the update transaction;
an overview of the temporal update method; the problem about
applying it to the distributed databases. In Section 3, we propose the method for this problem, and show its implementation in Section 4. In Section 5, we show the experimental
results of the prototype, and show our considerations in Section 6.
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2 PROBLEM OF DATABASE UPDATE IN A
LUMP-SUM
2.1 Related works
As for the update of the database, it is necessary that the
transaction maintains the ACID properties: atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability[1]. Here, since a lot of users
use the online entry concurrently, a lot of corresponding transactions access the database concurrently. Therefore, database
updates are serialized by locking the data to be updated by
each transaction, and we can obtain a result as if transactions were executed sequentially. On the other hand, in the
actual business systems, it is necessary to update a great deal
of data in a lump-sum. For example, in the banking systems,
the ATM is provided as the online service, and a lot of users
perform online entry at the same time. On the other hand, a
great deal of account transfer that is entrusted from the credit
card company and so on is executed as the lump-sum update.
Since the update time of such a lump-sum is often so long,
there is the problem that it can’t lock the whole target data
to serialize between the online entries. It makes the online
entries wait for a long while. So, some methods were put
to practical use to execute it concurrently with the online entries. In the mini-batch, a great deal of data is divided into
small units, and they are updated and committed individually
to shorten each update time. That is, the lump-sum update is
performed by a set of short transactions. Also, in sagas, they
compose a sequence of transactions and are performed one
after another. It has a configuration to recover by executing
the compensating transaction corresponding to each transaction in the case of fault [1], [10]. But, in these methods, the
update and commit are repeated alternately many times. And,
it makes the problems: the intermediate results of the updating can be queried by the other transactions; the efficiency
declines because of the increase of commit number.
Here, in the distributed databases, the transaction needs
not only the update and commit feature as for the individual
database but also the feature for simultaneous update of multiple databases. So, the distributed transaction feature was put
to practical use, in which the concurrency control across multiple databases is performed by two-phase commit and so on
[6]. In this way, as for the distributed database, the different transaction feature from the centralized database has to be
introduced.
By the way, the temporal database was proposed from the
viewpoint of the record management about the time [8]. The
transaction time is one of the times of this database: the time
that a fact is valid in the database, which is expressed by the
half-open interval [Ta , Td ). Here, Ta shows the addition time
that the data of the fact was added to the database; Td shows
the deletion time that it was deleted from the database. Even
in the case of data deletion, data is deleted only logically by
setting the deletion time, so the data record is left. Incidentally, if the data wasn’t deleted, the value of attribute Td is
expressed by now [9]. It shows the current time and changes
with passage of time. The relation Rt of the table having the
transaction time is expressed below.

Online entry
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Figure 1: Change of data by temporal update method.

Rt (K, Ta , Td , A)

(1)

Here, Ta and Td are the above-mentioned transaction time.
Let q[Ta ] be the value of attribute Ta of tuple q. Then the data
set of the snapshot of Rt at the designated time t is expressed
by the following Q(t).
Q(t) = {q|q ∈ Rt ; q[Ta ] ≤ t ∧ t < q[Td ]}

(2)

Here, K is the primary key attribute of the snapshot; A is
the other attribute. The transaction time is not exposed to the
users. Since the update of the online entry is performed at the
current time t = now, the data of Equation (2) at any past
time can be queried without the conflict with the online entry.
For a data update method, we can use the optimistic concurrency control [4] by utilizing the transaction time. The
lump-sum updates are often performed by the following procedure: reading the target data; generating the update data
from it; updating the database. In this method, the transaction
confirms the transaction time of the target data again at the
update timing. And, if it was not changed from the read timing, it shows the data was not updated by another transaction.
However, the transaction needs to lock the data between this
confirmation and the commit.
For another update method which utilizing a time, there is
the timestamp-ordering concurrency control. It uses the time
stamps (start time) of transactions {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn }, which compose the ordered set. The time stamp is stored in data when
a transaction accesses the data, and the order of transactions
that access to each data is maintained by it [4]. However,
when one transaction is updating a data, the other transactions
that update the same data have to wait until the commit.
Thus, these methods intend for short time transactions. For
example, since the lump-sum update takes a long while, the
other transactions are also waited for a long while. That is,
it disturbs the non-stop services. Moreover, we can’t find the
lump-sum update method for a great deal of data with maintaining the ACID property.

2.2 Temporal Update Method
As for the centralized database, we proposed the temporal update method that utilizes the transaction time to update a great deal of data in a lump-sum with maintaining the
ACID property of the transaction [2]. Figure 1 shows the data
change with the transaction time in the case of the database
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Figure 2: Serialization of batch update and online entry.
update by this method. In this method, the lump-sum update
is executed by both the batch update (1) and OB update (the
online batch update) (3). Here, the batch update (1) corresponds to the usual lump-sum update. It updates the data at
the past time tq , and stores the update results at the future time
tu that was “beforehand” established. Incidentally, though the
online entry (2) is executed even during the batch update (1),
it updates the data at the current time now. So, the competition between (1) and (2) can be avoided. On the other hand,
since the batch update also has to update the data changed by
the online entry, the OB update performs the process corresponding to it individually.
As a result, at time tu, three kinds of results are stored: the
batch update, the online entry and the OB update. Therefore,
we query only the high-priority data by the following order of
priority, and we can get the query result as if the batch update
and online entry were performed in a series.
(A) First, for each value of the primary key K of Equation
(1), we select the data that was updated at the latest time.
Here, we use tq to the updated time as for only the batch
update.
(B) Second, if there are plural data having the same key value,
we select the data by the following priority of update process: the OB update, the online entry, the batch update.
In the case of Fig. 1, since both results of the OB update
and online entry were updated at the latest time, the OB update result is queried based on above-mentioned (B). Also, if
there is no online entry as for the case of Fig. 1, there are the
online entry data entered before tq (“Before online entry” in
the Figure) , and the result of the batch update. So, the batch
update result is queried based on above-mentioned (A). That
is, in this method, all the updated data are stored, and only the
valid data is queried. As a result, we can perform the lumpsum update and the online entry concurrently, without their
competition.
However, at the end of a batch update, the control for the
serialization between it and the online entry is necessary. That
is, the online entry, which is begun before time tu , is accompanied by the OB update to reflect the batch update. On the
other hand, another one begun after tu has to be performed
using the result of the batch update. We show this in Fig. 2.
Therefore, in this method, the commit of the batch update is
executed after the online entries (Sb ) that are begun before
time tu ; the other online entries (Sa ), which are begun after
tu , are waited until this commit.
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2.3 Problem about Application to Distributed
Database
As for the temporal update method, we had been assuming
the centralized database and the controlled operation. That is,
as mentioned in Section 2.2, we assumed that the batch update
time tu can be established beforehand; the individual online
entry completes in a short time. In the actual systems, the former feature is often used in the lump-sum update executing at
the designated time: the bank transfer at the designated time;
the change of organization data at the designated date; and so
on. However, as for the case where we apply this method to
the distributed database, it has to be executed in the various
environments. So, the following problems occur.
First, the dispersion of the batch update time is very larger
than the centralized database. Though the batch update updates plural databases at the same time, the individual environment in this distributed system is varied: the traffic on the
network; the load and performance of each server. So, the
prediction of the time tu is extremely difficult. Therefore,
in the case that the prediction time is earlier than the actual
elapsed time, the batch update doesn’t complete by tu . So,
it is aborted, and it has to be re-run. On the contrary, if it is
later, the unnecessary OB update must be continued after the
batch update completion. As a result, there is a problem that
the efficiency as the whole system declines.
Second, the problem that the online entry wait of one server
spreads to the other servers occurs. As for the distributed
database, the related online entries executing in all the servers
have to wait the completion of the commit of the batch update
until tc as shown in Fig. 2. However, since the systems were
built individually at each branch office, there may be the online entries having a long time transaction. Therefore, there
is a problem about the delay of the commit of the batch update, which is caused by some online entry. And, it delays the
online entries in the all related servers.

3 PROPOSAL METHOD FOR
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE
To solve the problem for applying the temporal update to
the distributed database, we propose the following two methods.

3.1 Setting Method of Dynamic Batch Update
Completion Time
For the problem about the elapsed time of the batch update,
we propose the method to perform its commit immediately after the batch update. Here, as shown in “Table” of Fig. 3, since
the predicted completion time is set to every updated data by
the batch update and OB update, it takes time to update these
time again. Therefore, in this method, we use a view table to
change these times when these data are queried.
Figure 3 shows the overview of this method. Here, time is
shown as date: year, month and day. The predicted completion time of the batch update is set as the temporary time, and
its first digit is replaced by “@” as an example. In the case
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Figure 3: Change of addition time of business data.
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of Fig. 3, the addition time Ta , which is equal to the completion time, is set to “@0130530” and “@0130601”. Also, its
“Process” column shows the classification of the update process of the data: O (the online entry), B (the batch update)
and OB (the OB update). In this case, the data entered by
the online entry on 5/1 of 2013 was updated by the batch update on 5/29, which above-mentioned completion time (Ta ) is
“@0130530”. And, the OB update was performed along with
this. In addition, the batch update with the completion time
“@0130601” was performed after this.
When the batch update completed, its completion time is
set (“Time” of “Correspondence table”), which corresponds
to the temporary time Ta . Incidentally, it is set to null until this completion. Only if the the completion time is set
to “Time”, Ta of data of “View table” is replaced with it.
In the case of Fig. 3, “@0130530” of this is replaced with
“20130531”; “@0130601” isn’t replaced.That is, even if there
are many target data, all Ta of them can be replaced by updating only one data. Therefore, this update process can be
executed by a short time transaction. Incidentally, since the
value of “@” is larger than any numerical value, the data having the temporary time (with “@”) isn’t queried by Equation
(2) with designating time.

3.2 Serialization Method without Lock
Feature
To solve the problem shown in Fig. 2, we propose the serialization method between the online entry and batch update.
In (A) and (B) of the Fig. 4, we show the case that the online
entry is executed across the batch update completion time tu .
Incidentally, (C) shows the case that there is no online entry,
as the reference. Here, the black hatching shows a transaction
of the online entry; the broken line shows the data that should
not be queried though it is exists.
First, (A) of Fig. 4 shows the success case of the online entry. Transaction (A) continues across the batch update completion time tu . If the batch update result (a − 1) is queried
between time tu and the completion time of this transaction, it
becomes a phantom read. Therefore, the mechanism, which
makes this data not to be queried, is necessary to maintain
the consistency. Incidentally, after the transaction completed,
data (a) is deleted logically by setting the deletion time; the
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Figure 4: Query result as for online entry spanning tu .
online enrty data (a−2) is inserted; the OB update data (a−3)
is inserted if data (a) was the target of the batch update. So,
(a − 1) is not queried, though either (a − 2) or (a − 3) is
queried.
Next, (B) of Fig. 4 shows the abort case of the online entry.
Transaction (B) continues across the batch update completion time tu similar to (A), and its result is undecided at tu :
success or abort. Therefore, as for data (b − 1), the mechanism similar to (A) is necessary. In the case of the abort, data
(b) remains without change, since the rollback of the transaction is performed. And, since the batch update was executed,
its result (b − 1) has to be queried after the completion of the
transaction. That is, for the serialization, the temporal update
has to be composed to obtain the following query result.
• During the online entry: the batch update result is not
queried, but the data just before the start of the online
entry transaction is queried.
• After the online entry completion (success): either
the online entry result or the OB update result is queried.
Incidentally, in only the case of this data being target of
the batch update, the latter occurs.
• After the online entry completion (abort): the batch
update result is queried.
Therefore, in the case that the online entry transaction continues across the batch update completion time tu , the consistency of the query result is maintained by the mechanism:
the batch update result is not queried until the completion of
the transaction. Therefore, we propose a method using a table
that manages the key of the data being updated by online entry transactions. And the data, which key is registered in this
table, is excluded from the query result of the batch update.
This table has the following relation.
Re (t name, t key)

(3)

Here, t name shows the name of the target table; t key
shows the value of the primary key of the online entry data.
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Figure 6: Composition of temporal update.
Figure 5: ER diagram of control tables.
And, (t name, t key) composes the primary key of this table.
In this way, it is possible to perform the serialization by the
table Re without the lock feature between the onlien entry and
batch update.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
First, Fig. 5 shows the ER diagram of the Control tables,
which are used for the implementation of the proposal method.
These tables save the data to control the temporal update and
are placed in each target database of the temporal update.
Batch management table d0t batch manages the time of the
temporal update, and it saves the following data: Table name
t name; Addition time s time, Start time q time; Update
time b time. Here, b time is used to set the completion time
of the batch update at the timing of its completion dynamically as shown in Fig. 3. That is, if the estimation of the
completion time of the batch update is difficult beforehand,
a temporary time and null are set to each s time and b time
at the timing of its beginning. Then, the completion time tu
is set to b time at the timing of its completion to query the
updated data having the addition time tu . Also, Mask table
d0t mask is an implementation of the relation of Equation
(3). Commit time table d0t commit stores the latest completion time tu in b time for each target table which name is set
to t name. And the result of the batch update and OB update
which s time is before b time is queried.
Stock Management table stock is an example of the business data table, and we use it for the experiment in Section
5. Here, as for the stock management, various kinds of distributed databases are used. For example, in the retail companies, each branch has its database system and manages its
stock. On the other hand, the database serves as a part of
the distributed database in the case of the stock movement
among branches or the delivery from the distribution sector.
Similarly, in the manufacturing industry, the supply chains of
the parts are built among the related companies.
As for the attributes of stock, the following are correspond
to the attributes (K, Ta , Td , A) of the relation Rt shown in
Equation (1): Product ID p ID; Addition Time s time; Deletion Time e time; Department dep id and Property property.
In addition, we add the following properties for the temporal
update. Data Time d time shows the update order of the data
as shown in Section 2.2; Process Class p f lg show the classi-

fication of the update process of the data shown as “Process”
column in Fig. 3; Deletion Flag del f lg shows the data was
deleted if it is set. Here, del f lg is used to exclude all data
having the same primary key K from the query result. For example, in the case that the OB update (3) is deletion in Fig. 1,
the other data (1) and (2) also not have to be queried. For this
purpose, we exclude the unnecessary queried data (3) after
the query, and as a result, the other data is also not queried.
Second, the concurrency control between the online entries
and batch update is necessary as shown in Fig. 4. For this
purpose, we implemented the Control class by the Java to
perform this control as shown in Fig. 6. It exposes a method
getStatus that is the interface of business programs, and the
programs call this method at the timing of the start and completion each of the online entry transaction and batch update.
Then, the updating of the control tables and the control about
the serialization are performed by this method.
In the case of the batch update, getStatus(begin) is called
at the timing of start to set the control data of the batch update to d0t batch of all related databases. getStatus(end) is
called at the timing of its completion similarly, and it sets the
completion time to b time of d0t batch and updates
d0t commit. Thus, the batch update result can be queried.
In the case of the online entry, getStatus(begin) is called
at the timing of its transaction start similarly, and confirms
whether or not the batch update updates the target table. If
it is not being updated, only the usual online entry transaction is performed. On the contrary, if it is being updated, the
transaction’s data is set to d0t mask by this method. And,
the transaction performs the OB update after the online entry,
and calls getStatus(end) to delete the data of d0t mask at
the timing of its completion.
Third, The business programs query the table through its
view table, if it is the target of the temporal update. The
view table is created by the DDL (Data Definition Language)
shown in Fig. 7 and has the following feature.
(a) It changes the addition time Ta of the view table as shown
in Fig. 3.
(b) It controls query results of the batch update and OB update by using the time changed in (a): only the data,
which Addition Time s time is older than Update Time
b time of d0t commit (including b time), is queried.
Incidentally, every online entry result is queried.
(c) It excludes the data from the query result of (b) by using
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Figure 7: Example of DDL to create view table.
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Figure 8: Experimental system composition.
d0t mask, which is being updated by the online entry
transaction.
Using these view table, there are the following effects: since
it doesn’t allow to query the intermediate state of the temporal
update shown in Fig. 4, the ACID properties of the database
can be maintained; the developer can build the program efficiently by it, since it conceals the above-mentioned procedure.
On the other hand, these view tables aren’t always updatable. So, though it is necessary that the table is updated directly by the business programs, transaction time attributes
of the table are not exposed to users: e time, d time and
s time of ST OCK. Therefore the method updateM ethod
is provided, and the business programs update tables using
this method. In addition, the above-mentioned features about
databases were implemented by MySQL: InnoDB for the transaction feature; XA transaction for the distributed transaction
[5].

5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
5.1 Overview of Experiments
To evaluate the proposal method, we built the prototype of
a stock management system, and performed experiments by
it. We show the composition of the experimental system in
Fig. 8. This system is a distributed system consisting of two
servers, and each server has its own database. Its business
table is the stock management table shown in Fig. 5. And,
we assume this system is a non-stop service system. That is,
its data can be deleted by the online entry transactions at any
time when the corresponding goods are sold.
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Figure 9: Query result of proposed temporal update.
The stock movements from Database1 to Database2 are
performed in a lump-sum when necessary. This is built by
using the temporal update method, and its batch update results, which is shown by (1) in Fig. 1, are inserted to stock of
each database. Among them, as for the data of Database1,
Deletion Flag del f lg is set not to be queried after the completion of the temporal update. On the one hand, the data is
inserted into the table of Database2, and they can be queried
after the completion time. In addition, in the case that the data
of Database1 is deleted by the online entry, its movement to
Database2 has to be also canceled by the OB update. Concretely, as for Database2, the data with setting del f lg is inserted by the OB update, so the batch update results are also
excluded from the query result.
In the experiment, we performed the online entry in both
of the server, and performed the above-mentioned temporal
update on its way. In Fig. 9, we show the query result of the
typical data along the passage of time. Among the data, R010
was sold during the data movement by the temporal update;
the sale of R011 was canceled, that is, the transaction was
canceled by the rollback. As for R020 and R021, the sale of
them continued across the completion time of the data movement, and R020 was sold; the sale of R021 was canceled.
R100 was only moved. Also, the black circle shows that the
data was queried at the time through the view table in Fig. 7;
the blank shows not to be queried;

5.2 Evaluations of Validity of Proposal
Method
First, in order to complete the temporal update immediately after the batch update, we set the temporary time “@0”
(we show only its second, the same in the following) at the
timing of the batch update start. Then, we set its completion
time “11” to Update Time b time of both of d0t batch and
d0t commit at the timing of the batch update completion.
As shown by R011 and R100, we could complete the temporal update immediately after the batch update and query their
update result.
Next, for the serialization between the online entry and
batch update without the lock feature, we inserted d0t mask
the corresponding data to the online entry at the timing of its
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start; we deleted the data at its completion. As a result, during
online entry, the batch update results are not queried, but the
data before the online entry is queried as shown by R020 and
R021. That is, as for the sold data R020, the data before its
selling is queried until the completion of the online entry; it
can’t be queried after the completion. Also, it didn’t be moved
to Database2. As for R021 in the case of sale being canceled, since it was moved at the timing of the completion of
the online entry transaction, it can’t be queried in Database1
after the completion; it can be queried in Database2. As described above, the temporal update results are queried after
the online entry transaction, that is, the serialization between
them could be controlled.

5.3 Evaluations of Implementation in
Distributed Environment
As for the data movement by the temporal update, its business programs in the destination server could be composed
by only local transactions. That is, as shown in Fig. 8, as for
Stock Management Table stock in Database2, since the existing data in another database is only inserted by both of the
batch update and OB update, there is no competition with the
online entry. Also, since Control tables are used only inside
of the view table and hidden from the above-mentioned programs, these tables could be implemented without influences
on the existing programs of Server2 except the implementation about the view tables.
On the other hand, as for the business program in the server
where the temporal update is performed, the implementations
about it were necessary. As for the updating of Control tables, by developing the control class for the temporal update,
the business programs could be configured to call its methods at the timing of start and end of the online entry transactions as shown in Fig. 6. So, these tables are hidden from
the business programs. However, since the OB update has to
be executed as a part of the online entry transaction, it had
to be integrated into the corresponding online entry program.
By the way, as for the implementation of this method, since
the data of d0t mask has to be inserted before the online entry transaction start, the transaction of this method had to be
executed separating from it. Similarly, in the case of abort,
since the rollback of the online entry transaction is executed,
the data of d0t mask had to be deleted by another transaction. In addition, in the case of success, the deletion could be
executed in the same transaction.
As for the batch update, the serialization control between
the temporal update and the online entry transactions had to
be executed at the start and end of the transaction. On the
other hand, since this control wasn’t necessary except these
timing, the business tables of each database could be updated
by the local transactions one after another. In particular, in the
case of the number of the updating data was small, its commit was not necessary in the middle of the updating. So, the
updating features could be implemented by only using SQL
statement without the cursor operations, and we could implement it more efficiently than the mini-batch.
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6 CONSIDERATIONS
We found that the temporal update can be completed immediately after the completion of the batch update by this
method. As for the temporal update, since the OB update
has to be executed as a part of the online entry transaction, its
execution time is considered to become long particularly in
the distributed environment. Therefore, from the viewpoint
of the efficiency, to reduce the execution time of the temporal
update is effective.
Incidentally, we consider that the method to reserve the
completion time of the temporal update is also useful in both
of the centralized and distributed systems. It can be used in
the case to change great deal of data in a lump-sum at the designated time and so on. For example, we discuss the case that
the share of product of each branch is changed at the prearranged date in Fig. 8. In this case, we execute the temporal
update with reserving its completion time at 0 a.m. of the
designated date and the stock of each branch office can be
updated at once with reflecting the sale earlier.
Also, we found that the serialization between the temporal
update and online entry can be composed without the lock
feature. It has been pointed out that the long time transactions
and the lock feature cause the fault in the distributed systems.
So, we consider that the lump-sum update can be composed
more secure by this method.
Moreover, in the case of the data movement from one server
to another server, we found that we need to implement only
the control tables and the view tables as for the latter; the
existing business programs are not affected except the implementation about the view table. In particular, even the lock
feature for update isn’t necessary, because the lump-sum update can be executed by only the insertion of data. That is, this
method is valid in the case of data transfer from the specified
administration server to the other servers widely.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In IWIN2012, We showed the temporal update method in
a centralized database is effective in the viewpoint of maintaining the consistency and updating data efficiently. However, to apply this method to the distributed database, there
are problems: it is difficult to estimate its completion time; an
online entry wait is spread to the other servers at the completion timing of this method, because the serialization between
the batch update and the online entry transactions has to be
performed. For these problems, we propose the method in
this paper for the following purpose: the beforehand estimation of its completion time becomes unnecessary; the serialization can be executed without the online entry waits. And,
we confirmed by experiments that these feature was valid and
could be implemented in the distributed database. Moreover,
we find through these experiments this method is also valid
in the case of data transfer from the specified administration
server to the other servers in a wide area.
The future challenge is the evaluation of the operational
efficiency and performance in the viewpoint of the business
system in order to adopt it to the actual distributed systems.
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